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was attributed to Terra Rentz,
when it was said by Davonna
Foy - page 5.
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Pesticides in play at HSU

Heads up
before
using

Round-Up®
photo by Elizabeth Hilbig

A pallet of One-Shot® herbicide stored at Plant Operations on campus is split at the seams and spilling over the ground.

Jocelyn Orr
Staff Writer

Joey Tuohy started playing rugby in August.
Within days, a rash broke out all over her body. A
rash she has never had before, and one the doctors
could not explain.
“At first I thought, I am allergic to rugby,’ Tuohy
said. Now she wonders if it is the pesticides Humboldt
State University uses on its fields.
Over twenty years ago, the Arcata City Council

declared a moratorium on the use of all pesticides
within the city. “The City shall not use any pesticides
on or in any city owned, operated or maintained
property, building or facility except in accordance
with the City’s pest control management plan,” Title
V - Sanitation and Health, Chapter 4.5 Pest Control,
City of Arcata Ordinances.
The State of California requires that school
districts use the least toxic pest management practice.
If a K-12 school district wants to use pesticides, it
must provide written notice to parents, guardians,

and staff beforehand, according to the Healthy
Schools Act of 2000.
Pesticides are unnecessary, program director for
Californians for Alternatives to Toxics, Patty Clary
said. “This makes [Humboldt State] stand out as a

bad neighbor”
Approximately two tons of pesticides are in
storage at Humboldt State. The pesticides in storage
have been used on the lower playing field, upper
playing field, the lawn areas around campus, LK
Wood Boulevard lawn medians and in the sidewalk
cracks to kill unwanted weeds.

“Five years ago we had seven [garden specialists]
working full-time to pull weeds,” said Stephen Lee, a
garden specialist at Humboldt State. “Now there are
three [garden specialists] working full-time trying to
keep the weeds halfway in line,” he said.
The campus probably uses fewer pesticides today
than it did before, Lee said. Before, they used: to
spray and spray. Now, instead of treating the same
plants repeatedly with pesticides, they remove them,
he said.
The campus stores and uses at least two pesticides.
Their trade names are One-Shot* and Round-Up’.
Both are herbicides. Round-Up* is a liquid, nonselective herbicide, which kills whatever plants it
comes into contact with. One-Shot* is a granular,
selective herbicide. It kills broad-leaf plants, such as
dandelions, while allowing grasses to grow.
One-Shot® is a weed and feed. The chemicals
2,4-D, Mecoprop-p, Dicamba, Dithiopyr, along with
other unlisted ingredients kills the weeds.
“2,4-D is a hormone disruptor,’ Clary said. “It
mimics estrogen.’
2,4-D is a component of Agent Orange. US.
forces sprayed approximately two million gallons
of Agent Orange on plant life during the Vietnam
War to expose the enemy, according to the US.
Department of Veterans Affairs Web site. “Some
veterans reported a variety of health problems and
concerns which some of them attributed to exposure

to Agent Orange or other herbicides.”
see CHEMICALS, pg. 6
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to
this problem is to build
four
~° multi-million
dollar parking structures
around the perimeter of
campus,
consolidating
parking and providing
thousands more parking
spots.
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construction, currently
existing lots would be
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It was ten minutes to 11 a.m. one Monday at
Humboldt State University. Thane Miller pulled
his car up to campus. All of the parking lots were
packed, but he was absolutely determined to find a
spot as fast as possible. He didn’t want to be late to
his 11:00 class.
He didn't have any luck.
“I drove around for eight miles that day, driving
from lot to lot,” he said.
He finally found a place to park about half-anhour later, he said. There were about 10 cars still
driving around the parking lot at that point.
“They were circling around like vultures,” he said.
“I thought, “This is ridiculous.”
Miller, an industrial technology major, purchased
a semester patking pass for the fall. He, along with
about 3,500 other drivers at Humboldt State, paid for
the convenience of parking on campus and found the
experience to be anything but. Commuting students
are experiencing an increase in price of parking,
while the university sells twice as many permits as
it has available spaces.
A crisis has manifested
9
Ja
itself in Humboldt State's
parking lots.

total of 2,089 parking stalls.
John Capaccio, the director of housing and
parking at Humboldt State, said that the “minimum
time frame” to start the project would be four-to-five
years from now, being that they currently don't have
the funding.
“The university currently can't afford [the
structure] without dramatic changes in parking
prices,” he said. “The reality is it’s very expensive. We
would have to raise rates considerably.”
Funding for the first parking structure, at an
estimated $10 million to construct, will depend on
the parking enterprise's ability to maintain the same
amount of permit sales while gradually increasing
yearly permit fees to an estimated $502 over the next
five years. The question at hand is whether that is
possible.
Steve Sullivan is the parking manager of Parking
and Commuter services. He said it is doubtful that
parking as a business will be able to maintain 3,500
customers with the fee increases. “I just don't see
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This concerns John Davies, a recently retired
Humboldt State garden specialist. The pesticides in
storage could be applied anywhere at any time, he
said.
“Pesticide is a catch-all phrase. It’s any chemical
that kills anything,” Davies said.
The US.
Environmental Protection Agency's Web site defines
pesticides as “any substance or mixture of substances
intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or
mitigating any pest.”
Pesticide is a broad term that includes herbicides,
insecticides, fungicides, and twenty other pest types
and control methods according to the EPA’s Web
site.

'
“I do not use pesticides,” Davies said, “But I don't

think the other [garden specialists] that are using
pesticides are posting notices, like they are supposed
to.”
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If pesticides are to be soi on campus it must
be done in compliance with all applicable State and
Federal regulations. In addition, Humboldt State
agreed to show support for an Associated Students
Resolution dated November 23, 1991 by providing
information and posting notice of pesticide

of the Associated Students’ resolution. The sixteenyear-old resolution has no teeth in 2007.
Haley French, graduate student in the energy,
environment and society program and team captain

for Humboldt State's women’s rugby team, has played
on the campus events field for three years and has
never seen any posted signs declaring pesticide use.
Doug Kokesh, Humboldt State's grounds and
landscape service manager, said One-Shot" is used
once every six months on the lawns. It was used on
the median strips on LK Wood Boulevard recently,
but the gardeners did not post any notice signs. “I
chewed some butt for that. They are supposed to
post,” he said.
The policy the grounds and _ landscaping
department follows for posting notice about
‘pesticides use requires that a half-sheet of paper,
printed on cardstock is staked around the lawn at
100 to 200 feet intervals for the first 48-to-72 hours

after application. On playing fields, signs are usually
posted on the chain link fences near the entrance.
“I think the signs could be bigger for the playing
fields,” Kokesh said.
Got something to say about this article?
Comment at www.thejackonline.org

applications.

Joan Tyson, Associated Students manager, said
she does not have any electronic or paper record
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H ITY test may become
easier, more common
Melinda Spencer
Staff Writer

No one likes to think they could carry HIV.

a

en eeeee

Sitting with a counselor for half an hour and filling

where the patient may not even know of his or her
HIV positive status.
There is a concern for the knowledge of the
patient, Small Navarro said. By eliminating the
required paperwork and counseling sessions from
the HIV testing process, physicians are denying
patients their Constitutional right to the knowledge
of what it is they are giving consent to do.
Humboldt State Health Center director Rebecca
Stauffer said the bill will streamline the process
of getting tested. “(The legislation] will bring

out paperwork could deter even the most confident
patient looking to get tested. Fortunately, this may
change.
More than 40,000 people are infected with the
human immunodeficiency virus every year and
between 25 and 35 percent of the people who contract
the virus do not know that they are infected. Out of the process in California in line with [Centers
for
Disease
Control]
that 40,000 that are infected, 50
recommendations,
percent of them are infected by
“All the consent in the world ‘while
safe = guarding
people who do not know they have
isn’t
making
one
drop
of
confidentiality,’
she said.
the virus, said Jake Molofsky, an
Last year more than
administrator at the Open Door
difference in bringing the
150
students requested an
Health Clinic.
HIV test at the Student
rate of HIV down.
“All the consent in the world
Health Center and more
isn’t making one drop of difference
760 tests were given
than
Molofsky
Jake
in bringing the rate of HIV down,”
at the Six Rivers Planned
Molofsky said. The number of new
Open Door Health Clinic Administrator
Parenthood Center. These
cases per year has remained the
groups believe that the new
same for the past 13 years which
bill
will
drastically
increase
their numbers and as a
presents the idea that strategies of attack on this
result, make more people aware of their health and
virus are no longer effective and it is time to try
their surroundings.
something else.
“It gives [patients] power,’ said Six Rivers Planned
In efforts to decrease the number of cases and
Parenthood director of education, Debbe Hartridge
increase state-wide awareness, California State
referring
to the knowledge of whether or not the
Assembly member Patty Berg introduced Bill 682,
patient is at risk.
which makes HIV testing a routine part of physical
Hartridge and Molofsky share the passion to get
exams.
people tested early so that if the virus is present,
The new bill will eliminate the: mandatory
treatment can be provided early before the onset of
paperwork and counseling sessions that are currently
complications. People between the ages of 14 and
required before receiving the test. Instead of having
64 are the most at risk age group and are strongly
to suffer through the embarrassment of asking for
encouraged to go in for testing.
work
the test, the person performing routine blood
With the passing of this bill, Molofsky hopes
on a patient will simply suggest that at that time,
that
the nervousness that was previously associated
HIV testing be conducted. The patient has the right
with the test will be eliminated. “[Doctors visits] are
to refuse if he or she does not feel it to be necessary
always
so awkward,” said Sean Gillespie, a thirdand the remainder of the:visit will go on as usual.
year business administrations major. “I would be
“The whole idea will de-stigmatize [HIV],” Molfsky
more likely to get tested if the HIV test were simply
said.
lumped in with the rest of normal blood tests or
Valerie Small Navarro of the American Civil
vaccination.”
Liberties Union believes differently. By making HIV
The bill is currently waiting the approval and
truly
testing into “just another test” people who
signature of Governor Schwarzenegger. The governor
benefit from the test no longer will. In some cases,
Small Navarro said, health facilities who have given- has until October 14 to sign the bill.
This is a big deal, Molofsky said, “People don't
the test as a regular blood test without the permission
have
to die from this.”
of the patient have used the status of HIV positive
against patients, denying them treatment in cases

Got something to say about this article?
Comment at www.thejackonline.org
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Heather Brewer
Staff Writer

Not just because they pay tuition. California
State Universities are funded by the number of fulltime students who are enrolled in classes each year.
In 1993, when the CSU system implemented this
_ numbers-based funding system, it created problems
for a snaall school like Humboldt State.
Humboldt
Each year a census report is generated in the
this
year.
fall after registration is finalized. Humboldt State
registrar Hillary Dashiell
said that the census report
“Nothing gets improved
is evaluated by faculty
and

administration

determine

to

enrollment doesn’t grow.”

things __ like

www.millerfarmsnursery.com

1828 Central Ave. > McKinleyville * 839-1571
Grow with us for a beautiful tomorrow.
-

number

of

Mike Reilly
Associate Vice President of enrollment
management

full-time

Where students can see evidence of this “inherent
lag” in funding, as Reilly calls it, is in the lack of
housing for on-campus students. Faculty experience
the effects of this in larger classes and lack of
materials.
Stephen Cunha, a geography professor, doesn't
mind the increase in student population. “I think
the campus is a more vibrant place,” Cunha said. “It
creates a more dynamic learning environment.” It's
worth the extra five percent of work. “Bring ‘em on,
pack ‘em in,” he said.

the

money

is handed

out,

see CENSUS, next page
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Humboldt State gets $7,710 from the government
for each full-time equivalent student. The University
wants this money, but not everyone wants the school
to grow. Holly Rudolph, a sophomore Natural
Resources Interpretation Planning major, likes the

Before

Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973

improved

enrollment doesn't grow,’ Reilly
said. The extra money is good for
the budget, but the state doesn’t
pay until students are at the

that’s okay,” she said.

Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

gets

university.

Her parents, who both graduated from Humboldt
State, also liked that about the school. But she
wouldn't want anyone to get turned away. “If the
school has to get bigger to get more money, and that
makes it better for everyone who comes here, then

Between

He

equivalent students.

fact that Humboldt State is small.

651

is pleased.

also has significant work to do
to figure out how this change in
enrollment will affect campus life.
“Nothing

program enrollment, class
size and retention, as well
as student diversity. It is
also used to determine

the
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rock, bark, top-soil, water gardens, ponds, fountains.
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State University.

Best selection of trees, plants, shrubs, landscape materials,

the chancellor's office sets an enrollment goal for
_the university in respect to the previous year’s
enrollment. If the university doesn’t reach this goal,
it goes into debt.
The enrollment goal gets raised every year, and if
it wasn’t met the previous year, the odds are it won't
be met the next year. Humboldt State hadn't met its
goal for the last nine years.
With the largest freshman class in its history,

=

As freshmen seem to multiply like rabbits,
remember that students equal money at Humboldt
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Census Fact Box

Need a Lawyer?

Freshman class: 1,675
1

Call HSU Alumni

Sophomore class: 1,012
Junior class: 1,719

qu
Students). The CSU: ystem .

then compares that t

Senior class: 2,361

self-set target, and t

M.C. Bruce
707-499-8274

determines the amount of |
funding for future years.

Total FTES: 7,197

415 5th St. Downtown
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Eureka (5th & E)

269-0282

Equation for finding FTES:
total units taken by undergrad students divided
by 15 and total units taken by grad students

divided by 12
FTES enrollment target: 7,034

Source: HSU Analytic Studies
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http: /lwww.humboldt.edu/~anstud for more info
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continued from previous page
Cunha said that he has always had classes of over
100 students and it wasn't hard to accommodate
20 more. Other professors are concerned about the
push for higher enrollment. They don't want to lose
the personalized environment that makes Humboldt
so special. But Cunha said: that professors would
just have to be smarter about planning sections and
labs.

Students who can't get the classes they want or
find a place to live see things differently. Jessica
Sevier, a junior whose major is social work, has a few
friends who are houseless. “With winter coming |
don't know how easy it will be for them to camp out
and continue to perform at school,” she said.
She also said it might be easy to find general
education classes, but its major programs that don't

have classes available.
Reilly acknowledged that for this term they
focused on providing GE classes. As the upper level
classes grow, he said, they will work to expand those
as well. He said with the governor-mandated, 2
percent growth per year for all CSU's, it is a learning
process in prioritization and strategy.

Faculty members like Dan Faulk, government arfd
politics professor, don't agree that the administration
wants to learn. Faulk thinks that President Rollin
Richmond and university administration are turning
Humboldt state into a student-processing center.
He compared this processing style of education
to a high school, where the only expectation of
students is rote memorization and basic information

comprehension. “That is a crime against students,”
he said.
Provost Bob Snyder presented his plan for an
academic program analysis and prioritization to
the Academic Senate last week. In this plan, he, the
deans of all the colleges, and eventually department
chairs will asses which programs are most affected
by the enrollment increase and where to direct
funding. Reilly said that students will probably be
involved too.
Freshmen are happy to be at Humboldt State.
Juana Villegas-Villagomez, history and_ political
science major, lives on campus. Her only concern is
whether she will have a place to live when the next
freshman class arrives. Even the newcomers can feel
the pressure of increased enrollment. “I hope the
next class isn’t quite as big as ours was,” she said.
Reilly knows that some people on campus
correlate the increase in students with a decrease in
standards. That's not the case, he said, and reminds
people that in 2005 Humboldt State ranked 3rd in
the CSU system for highest SAT scores of enrolled
students.

He also knows that a personalized education is
important to everyone at Humboldt. But the CSU
system wants all colleges to grow. “Sometimes the
one size fits all model,” Reilly said, “doesn't work for
Humboldt.”
‘Got something to say about this article?
Comment at www.thejackonline.org
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PARKING
continued from pg. 5
that happening,” he said.
Students are beginning to doubt they can pay

that much to drive to school. “That's ridiculous,” said
Miller. “I can’t spend my whole financial aid check
on a parking pass.”
In 2004-2005, 1,691 single-semester parking
passes were sold at $67.50 each. ‘The total annual
parking revenue that year was $804,017.
In comparison,

last year, only

1,165 semester

parking passes were sold, 526 fewer than in 2004.
However, last year, with semester parking
passes costing $135.00, parking revenue generated
$959,563, an increase of over $150,000 since 2004.

Monday - Saturday
9AM - 9PM
Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

There was also additional income from daily parking
passes sales and meters.
Funding for future parking solutions would solely
depend on increased parking fees, Sullivan said.
“The funding has to come from parking sales,” he
said. “Someone has to pay.”
The first parking structure would be paid for with
a 25-year loan. To be eligible for the loan, the parking
authority must prove to financial institutions that
they are able to generate at least $2 million annually,
or double the current yearly parking revenue.
In order for the parking authority to achieve that
fiscal goal, they must increase the yearly permit
fee from the current $270 to $502. They are also
counting on 3,500 commuting students to continue

826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

plaza design
Join us for our

.

25° BIRTHDAY
SALE
.. and the best savings all year!
October 5-30
40% off upholstered furniture (induding special orders!)

paying increasing fees over five years. Otherwise, fees
could go up higher. “Who knows,’ Sullivan said.
It will take approximately two years to complete
the first structure, Sullivan

said.

Got something to say about this article?
Comment at www.thejackonline.org

During that time, commuters
would be left with 146 less places
to park with the loss of the library
parking lot.
During the second phase,
another
multi-level
structure
would be built on the location
of the existing Union and 14th
parking lot. The time frame for the

i
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686 F Street (by Safeway)

second structure is still tentative and dependent on
the construction of the first.
Capaccio said it could be a while before the third
and fourth structures are built.
“We don't envision them anytime soon,” he said.
“If things go as they are currently, | wouldn't expect
to reach our goal until 40-50 years from now.’
The additional parking would accommodate the
12,000 students that the university has set as its goal
for the future student population. “If you build it,
they will come,” said Sullivan.
Next spring, semester parking permits will go up
to $157.50 and daily permits will go up to $3.50.
As added revenue, student, faculty and staff
parking permits will be sold at equal cost, Sullivan
said. That will be necessary to maximize potential
profits, he said. “Parking is a commodity,’ he said. °
“Parking is an auxiliary enterprise, just like the
Depot or bookstore,” he said. “We operate solely on
parking sales.”
“If you don't drive, you don't pay,’ Sullivan said.
In addition to being parking manager, Sullivan is
also the creator of Green Wheels, a club at Humboldt
State that supports alternate transportation such as
biking or taking the bus. He encourages students to
take advantage of the JackPass, which gives students
unlimited access to the Redwood Transit System bus
service. He rides the bus to work everyday and likes
it. “It’s a zen-like experience,’ he said.
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The parking lots
throughout campus, such
as these off Harpst Street,
fill up and leave drivers
circling in search of
parking during busy hours
on campus.
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Eva Sorrels (left), kithcen manager Lori O’Brion, Rudy Ramp and Amelia volunteer at the Endeavor.
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or a nutritionist.
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Neighbors of the Arcata Chamber of Commerce have
commented on the improvements in the appearance of
the Chamber's grounds recently. Kate Kline gives all the
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Amelia Adkins likes being a receptionist at the
Endeavor because she gets to help people who are in the
same situation she used to be in. “The Endeavor helps
people learn a lot about job resources, getting housing
and how to get off the streets,” she said.
In addition to job, housing and substance abuse
counseling the Endeavor also provides education on basic
life skills, such as the importance of being on time to a job
interview and how to dress. The Endeavor has a shower
and provides clothing for those seeking to be hired.
Word of the Endeavor’s desire to help their community
is spreading. When the United Way needed help, they
called upon the services of the Endeavor to staple
papers.
It is Shelter’s wish that all the hard work and networking
will pay off and that Arcata residents, business people
and the city council will have trust and faith in the Arcata
Endeavor. “In Arcata we have a lot of wonderful people,
housed and homeless,” Shelter said. “We are here for-real
change, not spare change.’
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= and many have mental health issues. Homelessness is a
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Shelter
Most of the people that come to the Endeavor for
help are victims of domestic violence or substance abuse,
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“I’m a fairly outspoken person,’ she said. “But I
find myself being very passive in a large class with
lots of people.”
As enrollment at Humboldt State grows, so
does the trend of larger class sizes. Students like
Lovelace, a junior theater major, find themselves
enrolled in classes with 75 or more students. The

California State University system calls these
“excess enrollment” classes, said Humboldt State's
Senior Communications Officer Paul Mann.
Mann said that increasing class sizes is a trend
that may continue at Humboldt State, depending
on enrollment, demographics and other outside
factors.
Classes

with

excessive

enrollment
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Gabriela Lovelace is in Dan Faulk’s American
Government class. While she raved about her
instructor, she doesn't like the 156-student class

il

News Editor

Biolegical Sciences Professor Sharyn Marks
teaches the lecture for the class, which has 86
students, but only teaches one of four labs. The
other classes are taught by teaching assistants.
Zoology students can seek extra help through
office hours and through a_ supplemental
instruction course provided by The Learning
Center Tutorial Program. Students meet weekly in
the supplemental class to discuss course content
with tutors.
Although the general zoology class hasn't
grown since she's taught it, Marks believes the
trend of growing class sizes is a mistake.
“You do reach a critical point where you can't
give students the kind of attention that you might
like,” Marks said.
It’s practically impossible to have personal
relationships with students, said Yoon Kim, a
math professor. “It’s too large.”
Kim teaches a class that has 157 students
enrolled and is held in Founders Hall 118.
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Staff Writer

With class sizes increasing at Humboldt State,
some instructors are turning to innovative methods
to engage their students.
Interactive Response
Devices, or clickers, are one of these ways.
Clickers are small wireless devices about the
size of a basic calculator. Each student uses their
own clicker to answer questions embedded into
classroom presentations. A central receiver collects
and stores the data, tallying responses and
providing individual feedback.

ClicRrs have been around for a number of

“It

lectures depending on classroom responses. ‘This
active learning engages students in the lecture
materials.
Students in the history classes seem to have mixed
feelings about the clickers.
One drawback for students is the price. Ariana
Madappa, a junior ethnic studies major, did not
mind trying it out, but was overwhelmed at the cost
students have to pay to use them.
Craig Valentine, an undeclared freshman,
confirmed that the price affects his opinion of the
clickers.
“They

gives

instant

feedback

cost

$50,

so

that is kind of a

in a fun format, like a game
—.
years, but this is the first time they are being
tudents
”9
used at Humboldt State. Chief Information
purchased
mow.
Officer of Information Technology Services,
clickers
at the
Anna Kircher said that the initiative to
bookstore, where
provide this technology to Humboldt State
Ann Paulet
they may be able
History Professor
faculty originally came from former Provost
to sell them back
Rick Vrem.
at
the end of the
Professor Ann Paulet started using clickers
semester for $25. If Humboldt State decides not to
in her History classes this semester. Clickers seemed
continue using these particular clickers, students
an ideal answer to the difficulties she faced when her
may not be able to sell them back.
class size increased from 45 to 75 students. Paulet
The official pilot project using clickers will begin
was concerned that there would not be enough
next
semester. Six professors will test two types of
discussion and interaction with such a large group
clickers in their classrooms to determine which type
of students.
Humboldt State will use campus wide.
Paulet thinks the clickers are working really well.
Phil Hooker, smart classrooms coordinator, said
“It gives instant feedback in a fun format, like a game
he
thinks the clickers are pretty cool if used in the
show.” Paulet integrates clicker responses in her
right way. Several CSUs are already incorporating
Power Point presentations. The class then receives
the devices on their campuses.
instant feedback on what percentage of the group
‘The biggest concern with choosing which device
got the answer right.
to use at Humboldt State is accessories for ADA
According to Turning Point, the manufactures
of the clickers currently being tested, instructors
see DEVICES, next page
can adjust their Power Point presentations during
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Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,
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Farmers Market, Arcata Plaza, Arcata

1100-600 pm
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4:00 pm-5:50 pm
600 pm

Campus Tour, Lobby, Student & Business Services Building (SBS)
Lumberjack Barbecue, University Center Quad °
HSU Football vs. Azusa Pacific, Redwood Bowl

7:30 pm

A Queer Theatre Extravaganza Gist Recital Hall ($10-general

$8-senior citizens, free to first 59 HSU students)
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Questions? Contactthe Office of Student Life
(307)826-3604 ~ Nebson Hate Gast 206, HSU

Guest Artist-Timothy Smith- on Piano Fulkerson Recital Hall
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compliance. Hooker said Humboldt will not consider any devices that
do not have these options.
If the pilot program works out, clickers may be used in more classes
on campus. Kircher thinks that one-day students may be using the
same clicker for different classes during all their years at Humboldt
State.
Elizabeth Perez, a senior art studio major, likes the ability for the
class to see instant results, but she could not participate for the first few
classes. Perez couldn't afford to get a clicker until the fourth week of
school because of financial reasons.
Madappa said the clickers make class attendance a requirement.
Attendance for Paulet’s history class is taken by student response using
the clickers. Students receive one point for answering the questions
and two more points for a correct answer.
Paulet likes that the clickers help her figure out who is or isn’t there
without the time consuming task of taking attendance.
Jennifer Martinez, pre-nursing, likes the device because it makes the
class interesting, but she admits it is hard to keep track of her device.
Currently Martinez is saving to buy a new clicker; she broke her device
last week during a bicycle accident.
Hooker said he has heard of another student who has already lost
their clicker. He advised students to treat their clickers like a book or
other school supplies. “If you are expected to take notes, you have to
bring your pencil.”
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of
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Theater Arts occurred
between
.
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. In that
same span several
_unidentified flying objects were
seen floating above the campus. Mulder and Scully have
been assigned to the case.
- At 6:43 p.m., a vehicle parked in library staff lot
displayed an altered parking permit. The permit was
seized. Officers also responded to reports in the same
parking lot of spaces taken up by objects that don't
meet the university's standards as vehicles. Among the
offenders were a magic carpét, the Black Pearl, and the
Death Star.
September 26
- At 6:24 p.m., vehicle windows broken out at
redwood science lab parking lot. Scientists apologized
for the broken glass.and that they would conduct
all future nuclear experiments inside the science
laboratory.
ae
- At 11:59 p.m., at the Jolly Giant Commons, a
subject reports that his wallet was taken from the
gym area, subject called back and advised locating his
propertyin his room and that no further assistance was
needed. In a discovery-related story, Humboldt State
archaeologists came across what they believe to be
Pandora's Box. The ancient artifact was discovered in
the president's office.
September 27
- At 2:20 p.m., officers checked Redwood Hall for the
report of a transient, male, on the premise hiding from
housing staff. Officers and housing staff were unable to
locate the man. Rumors circulating around Redwood
Hall claim that the unidentified male subject was using
an invisibility cloak to find his way back to some British
school for wizards.
- At 10:45 p.m., Redwood Bowl, someone reported
five male subjects on the field harassing the players

during an intramural game. The person
chased
the subjects off. Officers checked the area
and were unable to locate the subjects. Officers said
they will try to capture the culprits by placing pacifiers
around the field during next week’s games. The theory
is that babies can't go very long without their pacifiers.
September 28
- At 7:08 a.m., case report taken for vandalism inside
a Gist Hall restroom. In a related story, officers still
aren't quite sure who teepeed several administrators
homes later that night. The administration released
a statement offering a .05% tuition cut leading to the
arrest of those responsible.
- At 11:53 p.m., four subjects were contacted in
2nd floor of Redwood for marijuana violation. One
subject was cited for possession of less than one ounce
of marijuana. The other three were released and, less
than an hour later, were declared the winners of the
Redwood Midnight Munchie Madness eating contest.
September 29
- At 1:44 a.m., a male subject was contacted sleeping

that he has been at Humboldt State.
“When university administration tells us [we have

to have large classes], we have no choice,” he said.
Teaching effectively is challenging with a larger
class, said Faculty Development Coordiriator and
Associate Professor of Communication, Tasha Souza.
“It becomes a greater burden on the instructor”
There are a number of active learning techniques
useful to all faculty members, especially for those
who teach large classes. These include placing
students in thoughtfully prepared group work,
assigning in-class writing, organizing games and
role-playing, she said.
Souza recognized that class sizes are growing.
“What we haven't done is offer much support,” she
said.
Souza would be the one to provide this support to
faculty, but there aren’t enough resources or time for
her to do so. Her position is part-time, she said.
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JEFFREY SCHWARTZ’
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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next to a tree at the end of the J lot near the L K Wood
walkway. The subject was sent on his way. The tree filed
a lawsuit against the individual the following day, saying
it felt violated to be urinated on by the subject and his
dog at the same time.
- At 8:25 p.m., officer contacted two subjects
smoking in Redwood Bowl and warned the two about
smoking. The two said they weren't aware that the
Redwood Bowl was a non-smoking area. Nor did they
realize that the Redwood Bowl is not a giant device
used for marijuana.
September 30
- At 12:13 a.m., report of a suspicious person
attempting access to Forbes Complex when doors were
locked. Officers checked the area but were unable to
locate the subject. There are no leads at this point, but
officers have officially ruled out Jabba the Hutt.
- At 1:41 a.m., officers responded to assist Arcata

Police Department with a large party on Alliance Road.
APD said they don't normally require assistance for
parties, but since the festivity was filled with BeanieBaby enthusiasts they were advised to exercise extreme
caution.
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Kim has taught large classes for the 10 to 12 years
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Entertainment.Breakfast.Lunch.Dinner.Libations
“| think if we're going to [teach large classes]” she
said, “we need to do it well?’

Since filling the position in January, only one
faculty member approached Souza for support and
“resources in teaching larger classes, Jayne McGuire,
an assistant professor in the education department.
McGuire teaches a class of 84 students, compared
to atypical 20-to-25 students.
“That is a really big difference when it comes
to building rapport and engaging students in

meaningful dialogue,” she said in an e-mail.

Despite the challenges, Kim enjoys teaching the
large math classes if that is what his department has

Boards, Mics, Cords
Software, Prosessors

Expert Advice

to offer.

“The joke is,’ he said, “sooner or later we may
have to teach in the Redwood Bowl.”

Got something to say about this article?

Comment at www.thejackonline.org
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<At the annual Humboidt Bay
Maritime Expo at the Eureka

waterfront, Alpha Diving
industries demonstrates
a vintage U.S. Navy MKV
deepsea diving suit. The suit
weighs over 200 pounds
and features two-way voice
communication.

(below and left) At the 2007
Humboldt Pride Parade, marchers
filled the streets as they moved
through town and around the Plaza.
There, festivities continued all
afternoon. Arcata resident Phyre
Pheonix said this year was the
biggest turnout in all seven years he
has attended.

Party on Saturday, dancers
move to Humboldt funk
band Moo-Got-2 in the
Pete's Pizza. Local vendors

the atmosphere.
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We at The Lumberjack are concerned
with
accessibility
to President
Rollin
Richmond. We have repeatedly attempted
to interview the president, and have been
routinely denied due to his busy schedule.
Although we have been told that reporters can
e-mail questions to Richmond, interviews are
out of the question.
If Richmond can’t take 15 minutes out
of his time to be interviewed by the press,
how likely is he to take 15 minutes to talk
with students? Sure, Associated Student
representatives have access to Richmond, but
can any student knock on his door and have a
chat? Can a reporter?
We understand presidents are busy
people. So are students. That does not justify
him not taking the time to talk with the media.
Richmond, as the administrative face of this
institution, should make the time available.
How can journalists accurately investigate and
report the decisions that affect the university
if its leader won’t make the time to chat?
This is the tip of the iceberg; the real
issue at hand here is over information control
at this university. Is Richmond so afraid of
students that he chooses to bunker down and
hide in his office at Siemens Hall? This is not
the way to address student concerns.
This only fuels fire to the sentiment
expressed by many on campus that Richmond
is inaccessible, not transparent and ultimately,
not a good leader. Good leaders make time to
talk. Good leaders make time to listen.
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pinions. expressed in Lumberjack editorials are

mined
by a majority of The Lumberjack
orial

board. They do not necessarily express
ions of the univerisity, the Associated

Students or the Department of Journalism and

s Communication.

That
was
a
fascinating
metaphor by Colleen Hedrick
likening Rob Arkley Jr to a big
German Shepherd and Eureka
City Council member Larry Glass
to a yappy little Dachshund who
needs to “get her comeuppance,
shut up and leave the big dog
alone.”
Noelected official isa “littledog.”
If Arkley and/or his supporters
view the leaders elected by the
citizens of this beautiful city as
little dogs, and if anyone thinks it
is acceptable to physically assault
and verbally threaten a little dog
OR an elected official, then there
is clearly a serious problem here.
Something has run amok.
When smaller creatures are
told to be quiet and let the large
creatures do as they please, it is
called bullying, and it is never
acceptable. I elected Larry Glass
to protect little yappy dogs like
me from the big, lumbering beasts
who think they own this town.
By Hedrick’s definition, pretty
much everyone who isn’t named
Arkley is a “little dog.” Sounds
like the big dogs are seriously
outnumbered! Yap yap! If the
Arkley camp desires respect, I
think the best way to get it is to
give it first.
Breacain is a resident of
Eureka, Calif.

Humboldt Hate
Salvador Garcia
Letter to the editor

Usually, when I’m upset, I give
myself time to cool down. I figure
if 1 sleep on it, the next morning
it won't be so bad. But I can't, not
this time. Today I was hurt to
hear my niece and nephew, no
older than four years of age, were
called niggers by a white man
with a son in arms at Hiller Park
in Mckinleyville. My mother, who
was watching them at the time,
took them home in fear of their
safety.
Later, she felt remorse for not
speaking up. While she teared

Letter to the editor

I have written this letter to
clear up some things. First of
all, Lumberhack reporter Milo ‘the main road in Freshwater in
2003 during tree-sitter extractions
Shampert’Appel (article: Staying
done
by
Pacific
Lumber
in the tree) severely misquoted me
contractors.
At
least
one
Sheriff
and in fact attributed a statement
began discharging pepper spray
to me that never came out of my
on the crowd indiscriminately,
mouth. In fact, he assured me on
even spraying curious residents
Tuesday the 25th that he would
who had stopped on the road
go back and change at least one
and approached the front of the
quote and then called me the next
crowd
to see what why traffic was
day and said sorry but it’s too late
held up. There have been other
to change.
incidents in the Mattole watershed
I never said anything close to “I
and
Nanning creek.
never questioned that what I was
Your newspaper has: lost my
doing was right, only that it was
trust
and confidence. I see why
effective.”
Pacific Lumber turned down your
I corrected Milo when he was
request for an interview.
reading this supposed quote to
me on the phone on the 25th and
Jensen is a resident
he said he would change it.
of Arcata, Calif.
He sounded disappointed and °
said, and I quote, “they were going
to take it and run with it”. He
said that nevertheless he would
correct it. The next day he called
back and informed me that there
- Letters to the
was a policy change and it was to
Editor: No more than
late to edit the story.
350 words
:
I never said that “tree-sitters
- Guest Columns: No
are rarely prosecuted, and the
more than 750 words
cops haven't used pepper spray on
- Letters and columns
them since a lawsuit in 1999”
What I said was that in
are edited for
Humboldt, no one has been
grammar and spelling
pepper sprayed while they were
- For consideration for
locked to something in protest as

I told her that
right thing,
situation. Evén
thing did not

she had done the
considering the
so, doing the right
give her comfort.

Nor to L.

I am a Hispanic resident of
Humboldt County, and I've lived
here for 15 years. My niece and
nephew are half Liberian. Their
father came to this country
because he had heard wonderful
things of America. Yet, people
like the man at Hiller Park destroy
what a wonderful place this nation
really is.
Garcia is a resident of

Mckinleyville, Calif.

the next issue, please
send letters/columns
by Sunday at 5 p.m.
- Please include your
name, telephone

number and city of
residence
- We also welcome
cartoons, spoof
articles and just
about anything

hol sabiiahialonsut
teh9@humboldt.edu
(Write “Forum” in the
subject line)
Fax: 707-826-5921

Mail: The Lumberjack
Gist Hall Room 227
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521

Eee

Letter to the editor

Jeremy Jensen

a heel

Breacain

misquotes

the Sheriffs did in Senator Frank
Riggs office and elsewhere in the
late 1990's. Tree-sitters are always
prosecuted if they have been
arrested.
Multiple non-violent activists
have been pepper sprayed since
1999. One notable event was when
forest defenders were occupying
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Online Poll Results:

Should the Academic Senate and in

Associated Students pass a Vote of No
Confidence against President Richmond?

i

65% - Yes, President Richmond is taking the campus in the wrong direction

M7

16% - Yes, HSU needs strong leadership that cares

z

7% - | don’t know enough about the issues
9% - No, President Richmond is doing this best he can with the problems.

ie

4% - No, President Richmond is doing a great job and has done nothing
wrong.

www.theJ ackOnline.org
This poll is not scientific and reflects the opinions of only
those Internet users who have chosen to participate.

Graphics by Colleen Roberts
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Fill in the grid with digits so that every row, column and 3x3
box accommodates the digits 1-9, without repeating any.
Answer available at www.theJackOnline.org
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‘Snyder’s Scoffs,
Robo’s Palaver

ANCE

Erik Syverson
Guest column

On Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 11, at the last Academic Senate meeting
to discuss, according to the agenda, “the current and future direction” of
Humboldt State, I witnessed provocative things: several professors visibly
shaken in speaking out for a no confidence vote against President Richmond;
five students eloquently sharing with the audience their concerns, experiences

and suggestions on the meeting's subject; and an administrator scoffing at one
of these students’ comments. ‘This last scene was especially compelling.
Interim Provost Robert Snyder, former dean ‘of the college of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences, was sitting two seats to my left when he
began reacting visibly to the comments of Associated Students Legislative
President

Vice

no arrest

no trial

——

»

amereenaeoeoos

One more letter
Doing something about it

Story ideas?

Call: 826-3271

Have an event?
Michael “Tech” Williams
Letter to the editor

Hi Michelle [Deutsch], this is

Tech from Tech Do Som Bout It
Productions. I liked your article
about the Set It Off 3 event [Sept.
11 issue], but it would have been

nice to note who put on the event.
I have been working very hard to
build a reputation for Tech Do
Som Bout It Productions, when
it comes to putting on events of
this nature in town, and I would
like the students and community
to know who put on the Set It Off
3,back to school D.J. dance party.
There was no mentioning of
myself or my production name. I
made sure that I accommodated
the Lumberjack staff at the event
and checked on you guys to make
sure that you all were having

a good time, even though you
guys seemed a little perked, but
that's OK, as long as you and
your staff enjoyed yourselves. A
brother would appreciate a little
recognition, that's all. Take care
‘Chelle, and keep up the good
work.
Williams is an
Arcata, Calif. resident

Need a soapbox?
E-mail your
letters to Torrin at
teho@humboldt.edu

E-mail the info to:

events@humboldt.edu

z=]

Letters
to the editor?
Press releases?

Send it to
thejack@humboldt.edu

N4
Want to advertise?
Call: 826-3259

HSU students?
Join the class!

JMC 327
(pre-req JMC 120)

Jason

Robo.

Robo,

a recognizable

student

activist

around

campus for the past few semesters, was in the middle of his third rant directed
at the administration and, by this point was sounding long-winded—an
observation others seemed to share (especially the attendant “adults”; faculty,
staff and administrators). Yet in spite of Robo’s preachy tone, the substance
of his message(s) was invaluable. He was listing many of the worst aspects of
Humboldt State's “current direction” while providing what seemed like creative
and feasible suggestions for its future. Robo went through his laundry list of
critiques—lack of administrative oversight, athletics prioritized over education,
the community housing crisis and lack of dialogue with community leaders,
the $2.1 million pay check of Humboldt State's top three administrators—as if
they were the widely acknowledged reasons our institution is several million
dollars in debt. This was completely lost on Snyder, who writhed around in his
chair, huffing his disagreement and disbelief with everything that Robo said.
What was most evident about this scene was the irony it displayed. As an
employee of an academic institution it would seem appropriate to regard
one’s primary professional and social task as the educating of responsible and
intelligent individuals. Humboldt State claims that it’s set apart from other fouryear colleges because it emphasizes the practicality of its curriculum in labs
and outside the classroom. As its Web site says under the “about Humboldt”
link, “At Humboldt State, learning isn’t limited to sitting in a classroom and
taking notes.” Judging then by these standards, any person professionally
engaged in educating would appreciate a student motivated enough to become
involved in the governance of his own college. Snyder's reactions towards
Robo's comments only indicated deep-seated resentment and frustration, not
an appreciation or acknowledgement of this individual's critical thinking skills
or his growing research abilities.
What this mainly served to illustrate was the gaping void between not only
the administration and the students, but rather, between the students and the
rest of the University. If Snyder wants to be the provost, he should know a
good student—indeed the very product that Humboldt State claims to turn
out—when he sees one. Similarly, if Humboldt State really does intend to
educate the “brightest and most unique students anywhere...[who have] a
penchant for making the world a better place,” (according to the Humboldt
State Web site, under “about Humboldt”) then it needs to own up to this claim
by engaging them in the process of working through this budget crisis. ‘There
are dozens of students who are invested in “making the world a better place”
by directly being involved with this problem—as close to home and as local as
they come. I saw a handful of them Tuesday [Sept. 11] propose original and
realistic ideas to work toward the goal of a financially stable and educationally
_
uncompromised campus.
One way to begin getting involved in the process is to decide whether or
not you think the Academic Senate should issue a vote of no confidence in
President Richmond. You can start researching this and its ramifications at the
CSU website, calstate.edu. and also reasons for such a vote in the Lumberjack
‘
archives, at thejackonline.org.
In my last column I wrote about the shifting meaning of language within our
shared culture, industrial capitalism. It was my goal to assert that the subtext
of such shifts in meaning reflect the priorities of the culture in which those
meanings, or connotations, are changed. Therefore, in a society that values
communication to settle conflicts or controversial issues peacefully, a word
describing “negotiation” would mean just that. By contrast, in our culture the
connotation for the same word is “misunderstanding,” “hassle” or “bother”.
To me this illustrates how little importance our culture places on actual
cominunication, or even “negotiation” to avoid violence.
Together people can affect change. Do you think Richmond deserves a vote
of no confidence? Why or why not? Let's palaver.
.

Syverson is a Humboldt State english major.
He can be reached at eriksgoods@hotmail.com
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What your eye sees and

what your camera sees
A. Dominic Efferson
Photo Columnist

The lessons discussed in the weekly photography
column are aspects/tips/techniques learned from HSU
photography professor Mark Larson, HSU photography
professor Don Anton, Rob Sheppard of Outdoor
Photography magazine, freelance photography legend
Bob Krist and all the wonderful people who have come
into my life with both camera, and camera questions.
Just the other day I was out shooting photographs
of a friend at the Arcata skatepark with an 8mm
fish-eye lens. The late-afternoon sun was working
nice and my friend was landing the tricks he was
trying. But, as I shot, I realized that I had to get
closer and closer to him to fill up the frame. This
was happening because the lens I was shooting with
had a particularly high amount of angle-of-view.
But what is angle-of-view and why did it make me
have to get closer to my subject?
Angle-of-view may seem a little confusing at first,
but hopefully this will clear it up as it is a concept
that photographers should be familiar with.
Angle-of-view can be thought of as an extension or
compression of what the human eye sees. Think of
it like this: the natural angle-of-view for the human
eye is between 50mm and 70mm. Personally, I can
put a digital SLR with a 70mm lens up to my eye and

see the same amount of angle-of-view as if there was :
no camera.
If you put a lens that is under 50mm-70mm on
your camera and look through it you will see more
area through the viewfinder than you.would see with
your naked eye. Therefore, your angle of view has
increased. It is almost like having whatever is in
your peripheral vision in view as well as what is in
your normal amount of vision.
The opposite also holds true.
If you put a lens on your camera that is over 5070mm you will see further, but you will see less of
what of what is around you. Meaning, you will see
less than what you can see with your naked eye.
Therefore, your angle-of-view has decreased. The
trouble with the “zoom” end of angle-of-view is that
the likelihood ‘of camera-shake increases. If you
shoot in this range you should consider a tripod, an
image-stabilizing lens, or sticking with a very fast
shutter speed.
So, in the first instance you are using a wide-angle
lens and your angle-of-view has increased. In the
second instance you are using a telephoto lens and
your angle-of-view has decreased. Get used to these
concepts and you will have a better knowledge of
what lenses you should bring with you when you go
shooting. Okay, until next week, keep making great
photographs!

We strive to act as a watchdog
of those instituting policy
ire HaceemieUecaaew-Tarem ately
surrounding communities.We
are a paper for students, by
students. Our goals are honesty,
accuracy and originality in
reporting.We will hold ourselves
accountable for errors in our
reporting.We invite all students
to participate .
This is your paper, be a part of it.
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With Dixie College threatening to score, the ‘Jacks line up to block the Rebels’ field goal attempt.

Want more football?
Garrett Purchio
Sports Editor

If you're one of the fans who left after the third
quarter of Saturday night's Humboldt State football
game, you missed a comeback that will be talked
about for years to come.
Down by 16 points and with just over 11 minutes
remaining in the game, the ‘Jacks rallied for a thrilling 30-22 victory in triple overtime against the Dixie
College Rebels in the Redwood Bowl.
For the first three quarters, Humboldt State
couldn't find any rhythm. Penalties and turnovers
ended one drive after another, preventing the ‘Jacks
from getting into the end zone. At the same time, Dixie College used Humboldt State’s miscues to build
a 16-0 lead that had fans leaving in disbelief. While
the spectators felt the game was over, the players did
not.

“I knew we were so close to turning this game
around,” sophomore wide receiver Edwin Henry
said. Henry, who finished the game with four catches for 58 yards, said he never felt the game was out of
hand for the team.
“All we had to do was believe in ourselves,’ Henry said. “We just had to overcome our mistakes and
errors, and we did.”
If the first 49 minutes were error-prone, the final 11 were nearly flawless. The ‘Jacks drove down
the field from their own 19-yard line in 70 seconds
to score the team’s first touchdown of the night. Senior running back Marcus Cox bulldozed through
the Rebel defense to cut the lead to 10. On the ensuing play, the ‘Jacks completed a two-point conversion when junior quarterback Brian Hildebrand

completed a pass to Henry that trimmed Dixie College’s lead to 16-8. Cox said after the game that the
momentum the team got in the fourth quarter was
exactly what they needed to get back on track.
“We came into this game with a 1-3 record. We're
not used to losing,” said Cox, who finished the night
with 31 rushes for 157 yards and two touchdowns.
As the game progressed, the officials made several
calls against Humboldt State that all but ended the
team’s comeback

effort. Cox said the team didn't fo-

cus on the officiating because they knew that if they
made the right plays, they would win the game.
“We have a great team,” said Cox. “We can't control the calls the refs are going to make. We can only
control our attitude and our effort, and when we do
we can beat anyone.”
Humboldt State's defense shut down Dixie College on the Rebels’ next two possessions, giving the
‘Jacks one final chance to tie the game. The ‘Jacks
did not disappoint. With just over three minutes remaining, Cox scored his second touchdawn of the
night on a nine-yard run to cut the Rebels’ lead to
16-14. Senior wide receiver Richard Perkins caught
a pass from Hildebrand on the next play, Humboldt
State’s second two-point conversion of the night, to
tie the game at 16-16. Both teams received a final
possession before the end of regulation, but neither
could convert on their opportunity.
Both teams scored in the first overtime. The
‘Jacks struck first, but missed on their extra-point

a

see FOOTBALL, pg. 24

If you missed the game, or
left early, this Saturday offers another opportunity to catch the
Humboldt State football team in

the only team competing that
day. At 4 p.m. the volleyball team
takes on the Cal State Dominguez
Hills Toros in the East Gym.
On Friday and, Sunday the
men’s and women’s soccer teams
will be in action at the HSU Soc-

action.

On Saturday at 6 p.m., the
‘Jacks take on the Western Oregon Wolves in the Redwood
cer Field for a pair of conference
Bowl. However, football is not games.

Bports Content
~~

WaeksistumsiRetoe!s
Football team rallies from 16-point deficit to defeat
Dixie College in triple overtime

Mora dian fuse die

Igskin

Sights from the Humboldt State football team’s first
home game of the season.
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Update on HSU athletics over the past week.
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At the first home football
game last Saturday, Dixie
College put up a worthy battle
but the ‘Jacks managed to
pull through for the win in
triple overtime.
(left, above)‘Jacks player
Nathan Turner jumps for the
ball thrown by Dixie College.
(left) Teammates Edwin

Henry(10) and Travis Gibb
(88) congratulate Richard
Perkins (1) for scoring on a
two-point conversion.
(right, above) Superfan Alex
Hayes devours pizza he won
for being selected as the

hungriest fan in the home
seats.
(right, below)The Humboldt
State Demolition Dance
Squad performs during the
quarter intermissions.

above photo by A. Dominic Efferson
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continued from pg. 22
opportunity. Dixie College answered with a touchdown of their
own to set up the potential gamewinning kick. With the remaining fans making as much noise
as possible, the Rebels attempted to kick their way to victory,
but failed when the place holder
botched the snap.
Neither the ‘Jacks nor the Reb-

els scored in the second overtime.
For a while the game that seemed
all but over in the fourth quarter
appeared to have no end in sight.
However, the Humboldt State defense made sure the game would
end in the third overtime. With a
30-22 lead thanks to a Hildebrand
touchdown run and two-point
conversion, senior defensive back
Keon Gaither intercepted Dixie

ring World Class Into Your Glass .

Locally Produced & International Wines
_Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew S,
At The Libation Wine Bar

Hibbitty Skibbitty

Fri Oct. 5, 6:30-8:30 pm
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Wine Appreciation Course! 4 Classes on Thurdays
Oct 11, 18, 25, Nov 1 $20 per Class
Prepay 3, Get the 4th Free
Space Limited !
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8th St. on the Plaza, Arcata « 825.7596
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College's quarterback to end the
game and seal the ‘Jacks’ incredible comeback victory.
Senior
offensive
lineman
Duane Manyweather said the
game addressed several problems the team had in their first
four games while boosting the
‘Jacks’ confidence heading into
their game this weekend. He added that the fans that left after the
third quarter did so at their own
loss.

“Those who left should have
known it’s not over until it’s over,”
Manyweather said. “People were
mislead by our 1-3 record and asa
result they missed a great finish.”
Humboldt State's win over Dixie College on Saturday will go
down as one of the best games
Humboldt State fans have seen in
recent memory. One player said
after the game that the win was a
fitting tribute to a player who exemplified the team’s unwillingness to give up.

Tira

Back

Muscles?

Headaches?

“This victory is for Kenny Ed-

Tore ee Cr Ls
North Coast Chiropractic
Iwo
1448

blocks
G

Arcata,

trom

HSU

Street
CA 95521

Dr. Gary

T. Jallo, D.C.
707-826-1213

ks defeat Rebels |
wards,” said sophomore defensive
lineman Lucius Mills. Edwards,
a member of the 2006 team that
went 9-1, died on Christmas Day
this past December. “This game
proves that we never give up. Kenny was never one to quit. Every

victory we get this season, including tonight, is because of Kenny.”
‘Jacks 30, Rebels 22
19
Dixie College...0
Humboldt State..0

20 30 4 OT OT2 OT3 F
13 3 0 6 O 0-22
0 0166
0 8-30

SCORING
* Second Quarter

14:56 DC-Manning, Zach -18 yard field goal
9:45 DC-Ence, Skylar -1 yard run (Manning kick)
0:06 DC-Manning, Zach -32 yard field goal
Third Quarter

6:43 DC-Manning, Zach -27 yard field goal
Fourth Quarter

11:10 HSU-Cox, Marcus -1 yard run (Henry,
Edwin passes from Hildebrand, Brian)
03:13 HSU-Cox, Marcus -9 yard run (Perkins,
Richard passes from Hildebrand, Brian)
First Overtime

0:00-HSU-Gibb, Travis -25 yard pass from
Hildebrand, Brian (Nelson, Nicola kick failed)
0:00-DC-Stevenson, § -4 yard pass from Ence,
Skylar (Manning, Zach rush failed)
Third Overtime

0:00-HSU-Hildebrand, Brian -5 yard run
(Henry, Edwin pass from Hildebrand, Brian)
Attendance: 2,432

TEAM

STATISTICS
DC

HSI

19

19

First Downs.............

Rushes-yards........
47-250
48-135
Passing yards ............
142
212
Comp-Att-Int...........5 17-38-3 15-28-3
Punt returns-yards........
2-17
1-5
Kickoff returns..........
5-247 9 3-177
Sacked-Yards lost........
1-6
1-5
PRR

vias tan sataerees

5-150

6-201

Fumbles-lost............

1-0

4-2

Penalties-Yards..........

11-112

18-174

lime of Possesion........

31:55

43:05

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
SHING

mare
Cox,

Marcus

31-157;

S-7;

Hellinger,

J.D.

Humboldt State

Hiddebrand,
14-2)

444-18)

Henry,

Dixie

Wells,

Adam

39-226;

Ence,

PASSING

.

Candidate,

Cornet!

}4-11), Hubrich,

Garret

College
Joshua

|-2

Humboldt State

Hildebrand,

Brian 9-18-3-160:

1D. 1-1-0-17

Skyler

Dixie

Sine,

Garret

$-9-0-45

College

Joshua 0-2-0-0

Humboldt State

Richard 5-107,

Candidate,

Hubrich,

ate

17-36-3-142:

RECEIVING
Perkins,

Edwin

Skylar 7-22, Sine,

Hellinger,
Pree.

Brian 6-9;

Cornell 2-8,

Henry,
Gibb,

Edwin 4-58;
Travis

1-25,

Cox,

Marcus

Anderson,

2-13

Corey

|-1

Dixie College
Stevenson, § 3-41:
Geoff 2-11, Wells.

1-16, Nelson,

Tilby,
Adam

Jarrick 3-19, Christensen, K
3-19,
Cox
2-2; Ont, Steve 1-19. Thompson, Judd

Alex 1-8: Burk. Zac 1-7

~ Got something to say about this article? Comment at: www.thejackoniine.org

Week in review
Garrett Purchio
Sports Editor
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Cross Country

utes and 56 seconds. Elam wasn't

the only ‘Jack to finish in the top
25. Eric Tibbetts placed 24th with

a time of 25 minutes and 17 secWith the California Collegiate
Athletic Association Champion- ‘ onds. Elam and Tibbetts’ performance propelled the team to a
ships less than three weeks away,
10th-place finish.
the Humboldt State cross country
‘The women’s team had a tanprogram is looking to make the
dem of runners finish in the top
most of the races remaining on
50. Megan Rolland took 45th with
the schedule.
a
time of 18 minutes and 55 secOn Saturday, both the men’s
and women's teams faired well at onds and Irene Graham placed
50th with a time of 19 minutes
the Willamette Invitational in Orand four seconds. ‘The team finegon with the two teams each placished in 18th place.
ing in the top 20 in a field of DiviThis weekend the team will
sion I and Division II programs.
travel to San Francisco State to
Jimmy Elam was the top runcompete
in the San Francisco Inner for the men’s team, taking
vitational.
10th overall with a time of24 min-

Read the rest of this article at: www.thejackonline.org
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A NEW TREND FROM THE BIG CITIES:

photo illustration by A. Dominic Efferson

Adam Cadena
Staff Writer

Most new fashion trends hit the campus every fall
semester as students return from summer vacation

with new gear.
Nalgene water bottles, Chaco sandals, Sierra
Nevada hoodies, and dreadlocks have been hip for
a while but a new fashion trend has arrived in the
form of retro and limited edition sneakers.
Many students from larger cities have brought
the sneaker culture to Humboldt

County in their

suitcases. They sport brightly colored adidas,
custom Nikes, and special edition skate shoes made
by major brands.

HSU alumni Robert Lamb says, “Most people
spend $80-$90 on a pair of Chacos or Birkenstocks,
why not buy some bright sneaks that no one else
has.”
Running anywhere from $50 to $5,000 a pair,
limited edition collector sneakers can cost as much
as a set of car rims. According to Flight Club LA, a
consignment-based shoe boutique, how rare a shoe
is can affect the value of the shoe as well as how
hyped the shoes are before their release. Because
collectors buy and trade on the net, prices fluctuate
with the shoe's rarity.
John Vitale, owner of Ampt Skateshop in Arcata
said, “Sometimes trading is the best way to save
money on shoes. People stroll into the store trying
to trade me $200 shoes for something I have in the
case. It’s ridiculous.”
Nike released a pair of Tiffany edition shoes that
boast alligator leather printed on the sides and a
diamond emblem on the tongue of the shoe. Most
would think they look like a standard shoe until they
saw the price tag at $675, possibly the most expensive
shoes walking around our campus. According to

nikeskateboarding.org, there were only 4,000 pairs
of the shoe released. When the Tiffany edition came
out, demand was far higher than supply upping the
price substantially.
Vitale said, “Nike is our best seller, but it’s barely
starting to break out. We used to be on K Street and
we had tons of Nikes but no one started buying until
the shoe game blew up in Arcata. What happened 10
years ago in the city is finally here.”
Even though Nike is selling big because of the
hype behind sneakers, a lot of other brands are
cashing in. Puma is releasing a Yo! MTV Raps
series based on famous rappers from the 80s like
Doug E. Fresh. Vans had a collaboration series with
the Simpsons right before the movie came out.
Usually $30-$40 a pair, they jumped to $100-$200
a pair at online stores like pickyourshoes.com and
vintagekicks.com.
But what are sneaker collectors after; comfort,
quality, or just plain style? Wes Earl, a local
community member and shoe collectos, said, “It’s
about the quality of the shoe first, and style second. I
don't buy based on name brand though, I have shoes
from a lot of different brands.”
HSU alumni [an Alden says, “It's about
supporting smaller shoe companies like Converse
or Vans, not owned by large corporations. The price
is way too high for shoes in general.” He says he
doesn’t support Nike or adidas. However, according
to Vapors magazine, Converse is actually owned by
Nike. Most people are not aware of that.
Either way, limited edition shoes are popping
up all over the place. So look out around campus at
what everyone is wearing. Watch out because you
don’t want to step on someone's Milli Vanilli Nike
Classics.
- Got somethingto say about this article? Contact
www.thejackonline.org
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Staff Writer

After a life-changing experience exposed a lack
of alternative substance abuse programs, James
Harkins established the Harm Reduction Collective
in January of 2007.
Dave Smith, Harkins’ friend and co-worker,
was at home drinking when he called Harkins and
told him that he had a loaded gun and was going to
kill himself. Harkins and Smith sought help at the
County Mental Health Inpatient Clinic in Eureka,
also known as Sempervirens, but were rejected
because Smith was under the influence of alcohol.
However, Smith was coherent enough to know
that he needed immediate help. The clinic suggested
that Smith first go through detox at St. Joseph's
Hospital, but since all 12 of their beds were full that
night, he was told to come back in the morning and
check into a rehab center, Harkins said.

Brakes

\\s"e

eels:

Maintaining & Repairing

The clinic sent Harkins and his friend home,
aware of his suicidal intentions and access to a
loaded firearm. Harkins didn't leave Smith without
first making sure that he would not attempt to cause
himself physical harm; the two even shook on the
agreement.
Five minutes after Harkins left, Smith shot
himself. This was the primary motive for Harkins

Students’ Cars Since 1961

-

s

EEBOn Collectivial
tesy of Harm ReME

to start a program that would not reject anyone
suffering the effects of substance abuse in Humboldt
County, especially those in danger of inflicting
physical harm upon themselves.
Harkins, a graduate student at Humboldt State
University, founded the Harm Reduction Collective
along with Julie Ryan, co-ordinator at the Placebo,
an all ages drug-free, music and art collective, in
Eureka, and Nancy Courtemanche, whose son, Robb
Rierdan, died of a heroin overdose in 2005.
The Harm Reduction Collective isa set of practical
ways to reduce the negative effects of drug use. The
group’s strategies include safer use, managed use and
abstinence. The group does not-align itself with a
higher power, leaving that to the individual's choice,
Harkins said.
The involvement of the collective at Humboldt
State started this fall, when Harkins enrolled
as a graduate student. There was an Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting here but there was no harmreduction program, he said.
Harkins was involved with the Placebo but
decided to separate and start the Harm Reduction
Collective because the Placebo doesn’t have 21-andover events. The age range of people involved in the
Collective is 25 to 60, but is open to all ages.
Alcohol, prescription painkillers, heroin and

see REDUCTION on page 28
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Bret Shiells
Staff Writer

For two decades, local artists have come to
the Arcata Plaza each fall to cover the sidewalks
in chalk; they will come again October 6. Rain or
shine, artists will help the annual Pastels on the
Plaza festival celebrate its 20th anniversary at 9:00
Saturday morning.
Pastels on the Plaza pairs artists with sponsoring
businesses to produce individual artworks on the
concrete surrounding the city square, raising money

for a local non-profit.
The event is the largest annual fund-raiser for
North Coast Children’s Services (NCS), bringing
$20,000 to help children, said Executive Director
Kathy Montagne.
Montagne said, the money helps pay for Headstart
programs, preschool tuition, and child-care for
children under five.
Pastels on the Plaza began in 1987, when
Montagne and Sue Williams conceived the event
after seeing the I Madonari chalk festival in Santa
Barbara. I Madonari is a yearly event where artists
collaborate to craft large recreations af classical
paintings in front of the Santa Barbara Mission.
The most striking differences with Pastels on the
Plaza, Montagne said, are the smaller scale of the
artworks and their individuality.
Similar events have sprung up in Chico and Ukiah,
directed by people who started with Montagne in
Arcata.

“It’s all about being creative for the benefit of the
community,’ Montagne said.
Arcata City Councilman Paul Pitino said the
event is a positive thing for the whole community.
Pitino said he and his family have been enjoying
Pastels on the Plaza each fall since moving to Arcata,
14 years ago.

Pitino said his favorite year was 1994, when his
oldest son drew a square for Smug’s Pizza. “He had a

Address

CHILDREN

great time,” Pitino said, “and he produced a beautiful
piece of art”

HSU Art Professor Keith Schneider drew a square
for Toby and Jack’s (a Bar on the Plaza) in the late

80s, and said he also had a great experience. He said
that the creative challenge was in incorporating icons
from the sponsor in original artwork. Schneider said
the festival gives local artists an opportunity to show
their skills on an unusual canvas. Schneider said he
doesn't participate anymore because of the physical
strain of hours at a time being spent hunched over
the sidewalk. “There are lots of artists that want to
do it;” Schneider said. “I just can’t stay on my knees
for that long”
‘The variety of artists and styles is what makes the
Pastels on the Plaza so great year after year, said Julie
Bair of Los Bagels, a 15-year sponsor of the event.
“It's really neat because the art can last for a week
or more,” Bair said, “we are happy to contribute.”
Bair said that Los Bagels sponsoring a square in the
event has been good for business, and that they are
much busier than usual that weekend.
The Farmer’s Market also sees more business
during the event, said T. Griffin, a spokesperson for
the group that runs the market.
~ “We love Pastels on the Plaza,’ Griffin said. “It's
good for everyone.”
Griffin said the market will move a block over
to give the community space for the fundraiser, but
will return to the plaza afterwards until their final
market the Saturday before Thanksgiving.
Kathy Montagne said that she credits part of the
success of Pastels on the Plaza to the cooperation of
the Farmer's Market.
“There is a magical moment,’ Montagne said,
“when the community comes together and the spirit
of congenial cooperation emerges.’
~ Got something to say about this article? Contact

www.thejackonline.org
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speed are the drugs that are
most commonly dealt with at
the Collective, Harkins said. The
Collective is also a support group
for those who suffer from bipolar
disorder, major depression, chronic
pain, anxiety, paranoia and other
mental illnesses, he said.
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Harkins said.
Harkins envisions the magazine
as being full of art, writing and
photography about recovery from
drug abuse, mental illness or both.
So far, people who have been
attending meetings at Humboldt
State have responded positively,
Harkins said.
Vincent Feliz, the Alcohol
and Other Drug Specialist for

Oct.10

“Also, I am fully aware of the
effectiveness of 12-step programs
like [Alcoholics Anonymous] or
{Narcotics Anonymous],” he said.
“I believe the Harm Reduction

Collective and the 12-step model
can coexist, offering people a
choice to get well.”
Ronnie Swartz, a social work
professor at Humboldt State said,
“The abstinence only approach
in dealing with alcohol and other
drug problems that prevails in
the United States is ineffective for
a huge number people who are
really suffering in their lives.”
“The
abstinence-only
philosophy says that the only way
people can address alcohol and
other drug problems in their lives

is to be completely

abstinent,’

Swartz said. “While I think it’s true
for some people, that’s not true for
everybody and if there are people
who aren't yet ready to cease all
use then we have to offer safer, less
risky, less harmful alternatives.”
As acommunity, in not offering
alternative.

services,

we

risk

experiencing drug-related crime,
incarceration and health problems.
There are significant economic
costs that come from problematic
use of alcohol or other drugs, he
said.
The future of the Collective is
in the hands of those who wish to
support through donations. The
Collective also receives a portion
of the profits generated by the
T-shirts and skateboard decks
that bear Rierdan’s signature logo
Happy. Rierdan was an artist and
created the logo before he died,
Harkins said.
Donations can be made to
the Harm Reduction Collective
through the Ink People Center of
the Arts in Eureka and all donations
are tax deductible.
Decks can
be purchased
at Greenhouse
Boardshop, in Arcata, for $30.
For more information contact
the Harm Reduction Collective at
(707) 407-6968 or (707) 480-7287

or visit www.myspace.com/harm_
reduction_collective.

Meetings are

held every Tuesday from 5:30p.m.
to 7p.m. at the Placebo/Empire
Squared and every Wednesday at
Humboldt State in Founders Hall
163 from 5:30p.m. to 7p.m..
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Entrance to the Minor Theater in Arcata, CA.

Ann Pedersen
Staff Writer

)

Midnight movie showings at The Migor
Theater are coming back for a trial run under new
ownership.
But there is a catch, said Minor Theater General
Manager, J.C. Bell.
“The corporation [Coming Attractions] said that
no old movies can be shown... only new movies.”
Bell also said that if the attendance is good to the
first few movies, The Minor midnight showings may
be coming back for good.
“If people show they might start them back up
[regularly],” said Bell.
Bell attributes the possible return of the midnight
showings to a petition requesting the return several
months ago.
Ashley Klump, Humboldt local and College of
the Redwoods Graduate, was one of the petition
signers.

“Midnight movies were things we did every week.
It was a good place to hangout,” said Klump. “There
were lots of memorable movies. People got really
into them.”

Klump laments the fact that the midnight movies
won't be returning in the same format as before.
“You don't get to see those movies (cult classics] on

the big screen anymore. But I'd rather they have new

ones than none at all.”
Bell hopes to have the next midnight movie
sometime in October and is looking into the
possibility of it being Saw IIII.
The reason the midnight movies were cancelled
in the first place was due to The Minor Theater
changing ownership.
Since the 1970s The Minor has belonged to a

Humboldt State graduate, Dave Phillips. Phillips still
owns the building; Coming Attractions now handles
the everyday management of the theater.
“I oversee the theater operations,’ said Bell, “I
make sure people are happy.”
Bell has been working for Coming Attractions
for two years, but has been the general manager of
The Minor Theater for four months. During his time
as general manager Bell has witnessed a number of
unique things that set The Minor apart from a typical
Coming Attractions theater.
One of the two main differences is the price of
tickets. In no other Coming Attractions theaters do
students get in at a discounted rate. At The Minor
a student gets in for the price of a child, 6 dollars
afternoon or night.
Another difference is that The Minor does not
show corporate advertisements. “A lot of people
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complained [about the commercials];” Bell said. “I

think it was mainly calls and emails that swayed the
company [into not having the commercials].” Now,
if you see a movie at The Minor, you won't have to
worry about being sold a sports car or a name brand
shampoo.
Bell said he thinks that Coming Attractions
makes allowances for The Minor Theater because it
is a staple in the Arcata community.
The Minor Theater opens at 3 p.m. on weekdays
and 12 p.m. on weekends.
“I'm glad they don’t have those stupid commercials
[at The Minor],” said 18-year-old Arlen Pedersen. “If
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I go to the movies I don’t want to see Adrien Brody
sucking on a soda... unless he's in the movie I’m
seeing.”

Got something to say about this article? Contact
www. thejackonline.org
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